
 ICCA STATE CHAMPIONSHIP RUBRIC 
 TIME OUT DIVISION 

 OVERALL IMPRESSION x3  ENTRANCE AND EXIT 

2.5-3.0 -Timing and presentation errors, makes the 
routine look unorganized and sloppy 
-Poor organization of routine time 
-Lacks enthusiasm, needs more facial 
expression 
-Many mistakes 
-Full team has low level of energy 

  

3.0-3.5 -Parts of routine are average, but overall routine 
lacks polish 
-Time is used ineffectively in the majority of 
routine 
-Needs more natural facial expression and 
enthusiasm 
-Potential for interesting routine, but mistakes 
cause disorganization 
-Full team has a low level of energy 

3.0-3.5 -Weak involvement with crowd on entrance 
and/or exit 
-Only a few cheerleaders are involved in 
entrance/exit 
-Ending seems unorganized and unsure 

3.5-4.0 -Average routine, needs more polishing 
-Time is used effectively in less than majority of 
the routine 
-Needs more natural facial expression and 
enthusiasm 
-Parts interesting to watch, needs to sell routine 
to crowd 
-Majority of team could use more energy 

3.5-4.0 -Involves crowd in entrance & exit but needs 
more organization, seems disorganized  
-Less than majority of the squad is involved with 
entrance 
-Less than majority seem enthusiastic and/or 
encouraging while entering and exiting  

4.0-4.5 -Good routine, some polish needed 
-Time is used effectively in the majority of the 
routine 
-Natural facial expression and enthusiasm 
-Fun to watch, minor errors need to be fixed 
-Majority of team has good level of energy 

4.0-4.5 -Involves crowd on entrance and exit, could use 
some more organization 
-Majority of squad is involved, somewhat  
effective in entrance and exit 
-Majority have enthusiasm in both entrance and 
exit, needs to encourage crowd more 

4.5-5.0 -Solid, polished routine 
-Time is effectively used in entire routine 
-Natural facial expression and enthusiasm 
-Exciting to watch, appears effortless 
-High level of energy by full team 

4.5-5.0 -Immediately involves crowd on entrance; keeps 
crowd involved during exit, organized 
-Full squad included effectively 
-Enthusiastic and encouraging on both  
entrance and exit 

 


